nize the need to mask failures from the user and implement a basic replication strategy that is independent of the user workload.
While most peer-to-peer systems employ some form of data redundancy to cope with failure, these solutions are not well-matched to the underlying host failure distribution or the level of availability desired by users. Consequently, it remains unclear what availability guarantees can be made using existing systems, or conversely how to best achieve a desired level of availability using the mechanisms available.
In our work we are exploring replication strategy design trade-offs along several interdependent axes: Replication granularity, replica placement, and application characteristics, each of which we address in subsequent sections. The closest analog to our work is that of Weatherspoon and Kubiatowicz [28.10] who compare the availability provided by erasure coding and whole file replication under particular failure assumptions. The most critical differences between this work and our own revolve around the failure model. In particular, Weatherspoon and Kubiatowicz focus on disk failure as the dominant factor in data availability and consequently miss the distinction between short and long time scales that is critical to deployed peer-to-peer systems. Consequently, their model is likely to overestimate true file availability in this environment.
Replica Granularity
Systems like Gnutella employ whole file replication: files are replicated among many hosts in the system based upon which nodes download those files. Whole file replication is simple to implement and has a low state cost -it must only maintain state proportional to the number of replicas. However, the cost of replicating entire files in one operation can be cumbersome in both space and time, particularly for systems that support applications with large objects (e.g., audio, video, software distribution).
Block-level replication divides each file object into an ordered sequence of fixedsize blocks. This allows large files to be spread across many peers even if the whole file is larger than what any single peer is able to store. However, downloading an object requires that enough hosts storing block replicas are available to reconstruct the entire object at the time the object is requested. If any one replicated block is unavailable, the object is unavailable. For example, measurements of the CFS system using six blocklevel replicas show that when 50 percent of hosts fail the probability of a block being unavailable is less than two percent [28.1]. However, if an object consists of 8 blocks then the expected availability for the entire object will be less than 15 percent. This dependency is one of the motivating factors for the use of erasure codes with blocking replication.
Erasure codes (EC), such as Reed-Solomon [28.7], provide the property that a set of k original blocks can be reconstructed from any l coded blocks taken from a set of ek coded blocks (where l is typically close to k, and e is typically a small constant). The addition of EC to block-level replication provides two advantages. First, it can dramatically improve overall availability since the increased intra-object redundancy can tolerate the loss of many individual blocks without compromising the availability of the whole file. Second, the ability to reconstruct an object from many distinct subsets of EC blocks, permits a low-overhead randomized lookup implementation that is competitive in state
